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We need urgent answers about the massive NHS COVID
data deal

Why is the UK government refusing to release details of its
‘unprecedented’ data transfer to US tech giants? If we don’t get answers,
we may seek them in the courts.
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Palantir chairman Peter Thiel holds hands with US President Donald Trump at a meeting in 2016. | PA Images

T his week openDemocracy and Foxglove, a tech justice start-up, sent a legal
letter demanding the UK government urgently publishes details of its

controversial patient data deals with big tech companies – struck at the height of
the COVID-19 crisis. If we don’t get this information, we will consider suing for
publication.

Outside of the horrific death toll, perhaps the most far-reaching global
consequence of the pandemic is the rapid expansion of surveillance in our daily
lives. In the name of beating back the pandemic, governments around the world
are giving tech giants extensive access to valuable stores of health data.

Britain is no different. On 28 March, a blog quietly appeared on the website of
the cherished National Health Service. It announced what might be the largest
handover of NHS patient data to private corporations in history. 

https://healthtech.blog.gov.uk/2020/03/28/the-power-of-data-in-a-pandemic/
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US tech giants Amazon, Microsoft, and Google – plus two controversial AI films
called Faculty and Palantir – are apparently assisting the NHS in tracking hospital
resources and in providing a “single source of truth” about the epidemic, in order
to stem its spread. 

Whitehall sources have described the amounts of health data funnelled into the
new datastore as “unprecedented.” Yet the government has released virtually no
detail about the deals. Why?

We do know some things. Palantir, founded by Silicon Valley billionaire and close
Trump ally Peter Thiel, is a data-mining firm best known for supporting the CIA’s
counterinsurgency and intelligence operations in Iraq and Afghanistan.

In 2019 it was criticised for its support for US Immigration and Customs
Enforcement’s brutal regime of deportations. 

Similar COVID-data contracts Palantir has won in the US are worth millions of
dollars; however the film is reportedly running the new NHS contract for £1. Why?

Palantir, founded by Silicon Valley billionaire and close Trump ally
Peter Thiel, is best known for supporting the CIA’s operations in Iraq

and Afghanistan.

Meanwhile Faculty, an artificial intelligence startup, is headed by Mark Warner:
brother of Ben Warner who ran the data operation for the Vote Leave campaign.
Faculty is reported to have won seven government contracts worth almost £1m
in 18 months. Why did this firm get picked for the big NHS datastore, and what
role is it playing?

No Freedom of Information

We have laws in Britain which mean journalists and members of the public can
access information about such deals, so that they can answer precisely these
sorts of questions But now the UK government is acting as though these laws no

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/12/uk-government-using-confidential-patient-data-in-coronavirus-response
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/11/fashion/peter-thiel-donald-trump-silicon-valley-technology-gawker.html
https://apnews.com/6f29f3d4e337424b8971206f18841d42
https://www.businessinsider.com/activist-group-targets-palantir-over-controversial-ice-raid-2019-10?r=US&IR=T
https://www.thedailybeast.com/trump-administration-turns-to-peter-thiels-palantir-to-track-coronavirus/body
https://tech.newstatesman.com/coronavirus/palantir-45-engineers-to-nhs-covid-19-datastore
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/may/04/vote-leave-ai-firm-wins-seven-government-contracts-in-18-months
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sorts of questions. But now the UK government is acting as though these laws no
longer apply.
On 3 April Foxglove submitted requests under the Freedom of Information (FOI)
Act, asking for publication of the data-sharing agreements with these companies
and files called ‘data protection impact assessments,’ which assess the risks to
fundamental rights of such deals.

The government normally must respond to such requests within 20 working
days. That deadline has now passed.

Perhaps they think the law no longer applies. On 15 April, the Information
Commissioner’s Office (the public body responsible for FOI), seemingly
announced that it was relaxing or allowing the suspension of FOI enforcement for
the duration of the crisis. 

Although the wording of the announcement was vague, it risks leaving the public
with no practical way to hold the government to account – indefinitely.

This is an unacceptable carte blanche for the government and corporations to
evade scrutiny on how they are monitoring our lives. And it makes it far harder to
assess whether, in this massive COVID data deal, the technology works as
promised, whether the public has gotten fair value for our NHS data assets – and
much more.

Secret deals and public trust

The NHS stressed in its blog that “essential data governance procedures and
established principles of openness and transparency remain at the core of
everything we do”; that the data collected “will only be used for COVID-19”; and
that “only relevant information will be collected.” 

It also said that “once the public health emergency situation has ended, data will
either be destroyed or returned in line with the law and the strict contractual
agreements that are in place between the NHS and partners”.

The problem is, we don’t know what any of those “strict contractual agreements”
are. All we do know is that these firms exist to aggregate and monetise data, and

https://ico.org.uk/media/about-the-ico/policies-and-procedures/2617613/ico-regulatory-approach-during-coronavirus.pdf
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that “sources close to” the deal suggest they hope to bed down with the NHS for
the long haul.

We also know that, even when data is anonymised, it can easily be re-assembled
to identify people. And we know that recent government memos about the new
UK coronavirus app apparently considered giving ministers power to strip
people’s anonymity away “if ministers judge that to be proportionate at some
stage.” Even if we’re anonymous now, will we stay that way?

There are serious questions to be asked about whether these companies have
earned the public trust necessary to be working with the UK’s treasured public
health service. And particularly whether they should have access to details about
millions of citizens’ private lives.

What have they got to hide?

We have given the UK government until 11 May to release the information
requested about these massive COVID data deals.

If they fail to do so, we will consider seeking answers in the courts. The public
urgently needs to know not only how their personal information is being traded,
and who has access to it. But also whether this pandemic means that our rights
to ask questions, and to scrutinise the actions of our leaders, are fundamentally
compromised.

COVID-19 cannot be an excuse for governments and corporations to avoid
accountability. The NHS is a precious public institution. Any involvement from
private companies should be open to public scrutiny and debate. And this NHS
datastore deal is a critical part of our government’s strategy to tackle a deadly
pandemic which has killed over 30,000 people in the UK, and more than 250,000
worldwide. 

Why is there so much secrecy over the government response? What have they
got to hide?

https://tech.newstatesman.com/coronavirus/palantir-covid19-datastore-coronavirus
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/jul/23/anonymised-data-never-be-anonymous-enough-study-finds
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/13/nhs-coronavirus-app-memo-discussed-giving-ministers-power-to-de-anonymise-users
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If you want to stay updated about this issue and much more, sign up to
openDemocracy’s newsletter here, and for updates from Foxglove sign up here.

Stop the secrecy: Publish the NHS COVID data deals

To: Matt Hancock, Secretary of State for Health and Social Care

We’re calling on you to immediately release details of the secret NHS data deals
struck with private companies, to deliver the NHS COVID-19 datastore.

We, the public, deserve to know exactly how our personal information has been
traded in this ‘unprecedented’ deal with US tech giants like Google, and firms
linked to Donald Trump (Palantir) and Vote Leave (Faculty AI).

The COVID-19 datastore will hold private, personal information about every
single one of us who relies on the NHS. We don’t want our personal data falling
into the wrong hands.

And we don’t want private companies – many with poor reputations for
protecting privacy – using it for their own commercial purposes, or to undermine
the NHS.

The datastore could be an important tool in tackling the pandemic. But for it to
be a success, the public has to be able to trust it.

Today, we urgently call on you to publish all the data-sharing agreements, data-
impact assessments, and details of how the private companies stand to profit
from their involvement.

The NHS is a precious public institution. Any involvement from private
companies should be open to public scrutiny and debate. We need more
transparency during this pandemic – not less.

By adding my name to this campaign, I authorise openDemocracy and Foxglove
to keep me updated about their important work.

This campaign has been signed ? times.

First name

http://opendemocracy.net/newsletter
https://www.foxglove.org.uk/get-involved
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Lutz Barz • 8 days ago • edited

• Reply •

Cui bono - or which politicians who roll over so easily when some Amerikan comes along.
The Brits used to be -once- if not leaders in public health then at least not found wanting. But
somewhere along the line, post Thatcher and Toni Tefflon until the coating came off things
have slipped out of control. Is the price so cheap now some policy makers are anybodies?
Maybe I can throw in a few quid. But then who do they trust: Microsoft. Good grief. A web
developer, fully qualified who built by first website said: everybody hates MS. I asked: why?
She said: because they are - [could be legally fraught to quote] but every hacker is after MS.
Thus their continuing updates. Other platforms have not this problem. Apart from that the
codeing for Windows 10 is written in that wonderful Mediterranean country of democratic
Israel. So trustworthy Mr Gates moved that operation out of the US. Google. Well they
vacuum date up and this spuriously ends up with the NSA. Or servers remotely aligned via
virtual quantum connectivity. Google uses like FB data for its own ends without paying
royalties to those it has filched it from. Amazon. Well they really inspire trust. As for AI that is
a myth. Another expert said: intelligence can never be artificial. And there I can agree. The
failures of software are so many that trusting a computational engine that needs millions of
bytes to get to a solution:product using deep -that is hundreds to thousands of code-lines- is
not intelligent. It is slow, laborious and error prone. Any computer user knows this. Codes
self corrupt. No one knows why apart from -entropy- which no AI can compensate for. But
hackers can. The more anyone relies on such devices, machines-of-organised disruption
and chaos will not further the need to what they need to know. A simple telephone hook up
could get them the results they want anywhere in the country.
△ ▽
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